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HARDWICK

Simmer-Center isreally

two burners in one, a Hame-within-a-flame, both

1 .

Bring foods to a
boil m a short time
by turning on the

S I A R I I N t>

B l If N I R. Use
this for rapid fry-

ing, too.

2 .

LOW I K the start

ing burner io any
of the many in

tcrmediate heats
which make cook
mg with gas so

easy

operated with the same handle. Here’s how it

works to control perfectly all your cooking on

the top burners.

3 .

I I It k the burner
to the center llamc;

it keeps the ton
tents ot covered
cooking utensils at

exact boiling point.

4 .

LOWER tin Sim
nier ( enter llamc
to tlu tiniest, most
economical lire

for a mere keep
warm tempera
lure



MORE
TIME on your hands!

MORE
MONEY in the bank!

Simmer-Center cooking is not only

faster because it takes less time to

heat less water; it's accurately con-

trolled so that you can leave the

kitchen, leave home if necessary,

without worrying about the food on

top of the stove. Just think, no more

pot-watching! No more time wasted

manipulating the flame (even in pres-

sure cooking).

7498
Hardwick Gas
Range with a

big, 18-inch

“Queen Size”

oven

Save gas—-as much as 39%. Simmer-

Center Burners keep food in covered

vessels boiling with less gas than sin-

gle-type burners turned to low flame;

heat is directed upon the bottom of

the pan or boiler, not spread beyond

the sides and wasted. Save on food

bills, too—cheaper cuts of meat, for

instance, have a finer flavor when

cooked by this method.

9498
Hardwick
“Challenger”

with elevated

oven for upper

level cooking

VITAMINS in the menu!

When you use only a small quantity

of water, your food cooks in steam.

Instead of boiling away precious vita-

mins and minerals, pouring them

down the drain in excess water, you

retain them with the Simmer-Center

cooking. Vegetables and fruits now
keep their color, too. And meats may
be cooked by a variety of recipes

which will be delicious in flavor.

5496
Hardwick fa-

vorite in a mod-

erately priced

gas range

KNOW-HOW... less guessing!

The tiny cooking burner brings boil-

ing, perking, simmering and warming
to a fine science. It is designed and

proportioned to give exactly the right

amount of heat for perfect cooking,

and all you have to remember is that

it takes more than an hour to boil

away a single cupful of water in a

covered vessel over the Simmer-

Center.

6498
H ar d w ic k’s

double -feature,

with separate

b a king and
broiling ovens.

Get a HARDWICK — you can't buy better COOKING PERFORMANCE

!



HERE’S WHAT
HARDWICK

Simmer-Cwiter
CAN MEAN TO YOU

• So the guests are late? Don’t worry. Your
food will keep at serving temperature

without overcooking.

• Relax while you’re eating. You don’t have
to rush to the kitchen during the soup
course to prevent the rest of the dinner
from burning.

• Have meals "come out even.” Prepare
some items ahead of time

—
"Simmer-Cen-

ter” keeps them warm, leaves you free for

more complicated recipes.

• Keep a cleaner kitchen. No more redeco-

rating of dirty walls when you eliminate
excess steam in cooking.
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